Introduction To The Book Of Zohar: Volume Two
Introduction to the Zohar is the second in a series written by Kabbalist and scientist Rav Michael Laitman, which will prepare readers to understand the hidden message of The Zohar. Among the many helpful topics dealt with in this companion text to The Science of Kabbalah, readers are introduced to the ‘language of root and branch’, without which the stories in the Zohar are mere fable and legend. Introduction to the Zohar will certainly furnish readers with the necessary tools to understand authentic Kabbalah as it was originally meant to be, as a means to attain the ‘Upper Worlds’.
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Customer Reviews

Dr. Laitman clarifies the wisdom contained in Baal HaSulam’s original article. He gives analogies and drawings that help the reader form the right approach to studying the Zohar and Kabbalah in general. The book of Zohar contains special powers. It talks about the upper spiritual worlds that are completely concealed from us. Studying the book attracts a surrounding light that comes to aid a person searching for spirituality. Specifically, some one who asks the question, "What is the purpose of my life?" More and more people are asking themselves this question. For most, that
question seems like a hopeless proposition. Religion doesn't seem to have the answer. Neither do we see an answer in science. Why do we go through all this stuff and die? What's the purpose? The Introduction to the book of Zohar has many of these answers waiting for you. This book will help light your way.

The title says it all. A must have for anyone who wants to study Kabbalah.

A well written book that tell you what you need to know when you read the Zohar!!!

I like the book
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